About Al Manhal’s Arabic Bookstore App

Al Manhal has now made it possible for readers to access Arabic eBooks through their smart phones and tablets. Our free iOS & Android Arabic Bookstore application now allows users, for the first time, to access thousands of Arabic scholarly publications using the latest and best in-class research technologies. Al Manhal’s bilingual, Arabic & English, software is dedicated to serving academics and casual readers of Arabic, materials, worldwide.

Why Choose Al Manhal?

- High Quality:
  - Access Arabic and English content;
  - Organize your books into folders;
  - Zoom in/out;
  - Highlight specific passages;
  - Add notes;
  - Add bookmarks;
  - Set brightness level;
  - Page slider/switch pages;
  - Table of contents;
  - Share your books with your friends.

Tailored:
Our eBooks are organized by subject to help users easily navigate through thousands of eBooks. Our technology enables the user to:
  - Search by collection, publisher or recent titles;
  - Search by keywords: search results are sorted by title, author or publisher;
  - Read book details and briefs before purchase.

Comprehensive:
Our Arabic Bookstore contains books from the Arab world’s leading publishers in over 20 subject areas, including but not limited to Business & Economics, Educational Sciences, Social Sciences, Law, Islamic Studies, Architecture & Design, Math & Sciences, Engineering & Technology Computer Sciences, Medicine, and continues to grow.

Cost-effective:
Al Manhal Bookstore offers users competitive pricing to ensure our dedication to assisting all types of researchers to access quality scholarly content from the Middle East, Africa & Asia. After our user chooses their preferred subject-areas, our books are listed per relevancy with their respective prices, including tax.

Continuous Access:
Our bookstore offers users continuous access to the books they have purchased and allows them to read offline by saving them on their personal bookshelf.

Pre-purchase Information:
We want to ensure customer satisfaction: therefore, we have provided you with your chosen book’s bibliographic information which includes book title, author, publisher, book brief & total page numbers, language, download size and more.

Special Features Available to our Library Users

Library users can now synchronize the books available on the Al Manhal library platform with our iOS & Android application by saving the content on their personal ‘Bookshelf’ on the platform.

This will allow subscribed library users to access all their favorite publications via the platform as well as on their smart phones & tablets, offline and anywhere without any limits.

Why use this service?
- No limits to the number of books you can save on your bookshelf and read from your device.
- Users can download and read their saved, synchronized books offline – no internet connection required to read.
- Highlighting & annotation.
- Control of screen brightness for comfortable reading.
- Bookmark pages go back to them whenever you need.
- Research anywhere & anytime.
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